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Provides Layers of Pre-emptive Protection that Stop Threats in Seconds Before In�ltration

SEATTLE--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Cyemptive Technologies, an award-winning provider of pre-emptive cybersecurity

solutions, today launched a new website featuring its military-grade cybersecurity solutions for business and

government.

Cyemptive’s solutions o�er military-grade layers of pre-emptive protection that can be added to customers’ existing

solutions to prevent damage. Cyemptive’s pre-emptive protection features Cyemptive ZeroStrike, an industry-�rst

technology that focuses on defeating damage, even from unknown zero-day attacks.

“Damage from cyber-attacks - particularly ransomware - are continuing to rise in spite of the industry’s best e�orts.

We need new approaches and technologies to get cybersecurity intrusions under control,” said Ray McCay, Chief

Revenue O�cer for Cyemptive. “Proactive approaches are needed that pre-emptively stop all cyber-attacks and

threats before they can in�ltrate a system or environment. At Cyemptive, we seek to put organizations in command

of their security posture, rather than �nd themselves in reactive approaches and costly post intrusion remediation.”

Cyemptive ZeroStrike, powered by CyberSlice©, detects and eliminates threats before they in�ltrate the computing

environment by keeping systems in a protected, available state. Cyemptive CyberScan platform scans �les to detect

and prevent the most sophisticated ransomware events before they compromise the environment.
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“Cyemptive’s military-grade solutions o�er business and government entities the outside-the-box innovation

needed to level the playing �eld in any meaningful way against the world’s malicious cyber actors,” said Vince Dova,

former Branch Chief for Cyber Policy and Capabilities at the Joint Chiefs of Sta� and a retired U.S. Navy

Commander, who serves as Cyemptive’s Vice President of Security.

Cyemptive’s cybersecurity solutions include:

Perimeter Command, which o�ers complete end-to-end perimeter protection

Endpoint Command, which kills ransomware and secures remote workforces

Data & File Command, which stops in�ltration even from insider threats

Infrastructure Command, prevents damage and secures critical infrastructure

Cyemptive Security Command, which centralizes and manages the entire security environment with a self-

protected command center

Cyemptive ZeroStrike Cloud Command, which provides secure cloud protection for cloud providers and

protects their clients’ data from ransomware and even previously unknown Zero-Day attacks

Cyemptive’s military-grade pre-emptive cybersecurity solutions are available now. For more information, please visit

the new website at www.cyemptive.com.

About Cyemptive Technologies

Headquartered in Seattle, Wash., with o�ces in North Carolina, the United Kingdom, France and India, Cyemptive

has been on a mission to make large organizations cyber safe since 2014. Today, Cyemptive’s award-winning

software, services and support are used by businesses and government entities worldwide. It is the winner of the

Department of Homeland Security’s Border Security Technology Consortium (BSTC) competition for most innovative

border security-related solution in the market, as well as 10 ‘ASTORS’ Homeland Security Awards from American

Security Today at the 2022 competition alone - more than any other company in the history of the awards. The

company’s leadership team is comprised of executives from several of the world’s most powerful technology and

security organizations, including the former CIO of Microsoft and the former Chief Computer Architect for the

National Security Agency. More information about Cyemptive Technologies is available at www.cyemptive.com.
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